X-ray investigation of buried SiGe islands for devices with strain-enhanced mobility
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In this work self-organized SiGe islands are used as stressors for Si capping layers, which later act as carrier channels in field effect transistors. To be able to address individual islands and to obtain a sufficiently narrow distribution of their properties, the SiGe islands are grown by molecular beam epitaxy on prepatterned Si substrates, with a regular two-dimensional array of pits. This combination of lithographic patterning and self-assembled island growth combines the advantages of both approaches and leads to very homogeneous island shape, size, and chemical composition. For processing, 4 in. wafers are used, and fields with pit periods between 600 and 1000 nm are defined by optical lithography. After growth of a Si buffer layer several monolayers of Ge are deposited, leading to island formation (dome or barn shaped) in the pits. Subsequent Si capping is performed at a low substrate temperature of 300 °C to avoid intermixing and shape changes of the buried islands. The Ge distribution in the buried islands and the strain distribution in the islands and the surrounding Si matrix are assessed by x-ray diffraction experiments, combined with three-dimensional model simulations using finite elements. Tensile strain values in the Si cap up to $8 \times 10^{-3}$ can be achieved using this approach, which is difficult to achieve using other methods without introduction of dislocations. © 2009 American Vacuum Society. [DOI: 10.1116/1.3056178]

I. INTRODUCTION

In semiconductor industry strained Si is one of the options to enhance the performance of metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) devices.1 Schmidt and Eberl2 proposed to use self-assembled SiGe islands as stressors for Si capping layers, which allow to reach higher strain values as compared to approaches based on pseudomorphic Si layers on relaxed SiGe alloy buffers.3 The tensile strain in the Si capping layers lifts the degeneracy of the six $\Delta$ valleys in the Si conduction band, splits those into $\Delta_2$ and $\Delta_4$ valleys, and induces a downward shift in energy of the $\Delta_2$ valleys. For sufficiently large tensile strains, only the $\Delta_2$ valleys are populated and the electrons in these two valleys determine with their in plane, i.e., their transverse mass, the mobility, which is consequently higher than in the unstrained state. In addition, we follow an approach where the SiGe islands themselves are removed at later stages of processing, leaving Si bridges to reduce leakage currents. A schematic sketch of such a sample is shown in Fig. 1(a) and the final device in Fig. 1(b), according to the concept of the disposable dot field effect transistor (d-DOTFET).4 For this sort of devices several important processing steps are necessary. In particular, two-dimensional ordered SiGe islands arrays have to be grown on (001) Si substrates. Such ordered arrays have been realized in the past either by growing through appropriate masks on Si or by using buried stressors, or by deposition of Ge on pit patterned Si substrates.5–14 For our investigations we achieve dot ordering by growth on pit patterned substrates. The (001) silicon substrate is patterned by optical lithography and reactive ion etching to produce a two-dimensional (2D) array of pits, in which later SiGe islands will form. This step enables not only further processing steps for which each island has to be addressed but leads also to a narrow distribution of island properties such as shape, size, and composition.9,11

Due to the larger lattice constant of Ge (about 4.2% larger than that of Si for pure Ge), dome or barn-shaped islands form in the pits during growth on silicon substrate, depending on the number of monolayers deposited.9 Domes as well as barns are multifaceted islands; domes with an aspect ratio of 0.2 contain $\{001\}, \{105\}, \{113\}$, and $\{15 \ 3 \ 23\}$ facets, whereas the steeper barns (aspect ratio of 0.32) additionally show $\{111\}, \{20 \ 4 \ 23\}$, and $\{23 \ 4 \ 20\}$ facets. These islands are then overgrown by a silicon layer at low temperatures to avoid intermixing and shape changes of the islands, which would lead to a loss of strain in the silicon cap. Subsequent capping with strained $\text{SiN}_x$ increases the strain within the silicon cap immediately and helps keeping the tensile strain even when the buried island is removed later. Patterned stressors such as carbon films on top of GaAs quantum wells have been employed previously by Kash et al.15,16 to realize one-dimensional quantum wire structures with stresses in the carbon layer up to 500 MPa which is a comparable value to the 445 MPa stress achieved for $\text{SiN}_x$ layers in this work.
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In the d-DOTFET concept after the deposition of SiN$_x$, deep trenches aligned to the spacing of the pattern are etched to access the islands for the final etching step. Here the islands are removed using a selective etchant leaving freestanding silicon bridges behind. Based on finite element simulations, Vastola et al. calculated the strain distribution in the Si bridges before and after removal of the buried islands.

In this article experimental investigations using x-ray diffraction techniques on the strain status of the samples representing the processing steps up to the SiN$_x$ capping are summarized.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. Sample growth

As substrate, 4 in. Si (001) wafers were used. Regular 2D arrangements of pits were defined by optical lithography and reactive ion etching. First, either 18 or 36 nm of silicon buffer was grown with the substrate temperature ramped from 360 to 500 °C. After deposition of the Si buffer the pits remain with the shape of an inverted and truncated pyramid with (1 1 10) side facets. Then several monolayers of Ge were deposited at a temperature of 700 °C. Whereas the growth of 5–6 ML Ge results in dome-shaped islands, more than 8 ML Ge lead to formation of barn-shaped ones. As next step, the dots are capped with a 50 nm thick silicon layer, which serves as channel material for the final device. This capping is done at low temperatures (300 °C) to maintain the shape of the dots and avoid intermixing, which would lead to strain relaxation. From atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements it was observed that the Si cap itself takes over more or less the shape of the buried dot so that facets are still visible. Subsequent SiN$_x$ capping is performed by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. With this method, amorphous films are deposited at rather low temperatures (<400 °C).

B. X-ray measurements

Whereas AFM measurements give information about the shape and size of the islands, high resolution x-ray diffraction is used to determine the average chemical composition as well as the strain state of the island. An alternative method for the determination of only the Ge content variation in SiGe films and SiGe islands is based on selective chemical etching techniques reported by Wu and Hull, Katasaro et al., and Leite et al. In general, reciprocal space maps were recorded in coplanar (high angle-) geometry around the symmetric (i.e., the 004) and several asymmetric Bragg peaks (113 and 224).

For the first sample series containing mainly uncapped islands (domes and barns) and one sample with capped domes, x-ray measurements have been performed at the beamline BW2, HASYLAB, Hamburg. For data collection a 2D charge coupled device camera was used, so by performing 1:2 relative scans around a Bragg peak (where relative to the aligned peak position, the range for the detector angle $\theta$ is twice as large as the incident angle $\omega$) three-dimensional (3D) data were collected in a single scan. For each sample, reciprocal space maps around the symmetric (004) and the asymmetric (113) reflection were recorded at a wavelength of 1.7712 Å.

In these maps the intensities are plotted as a function of the coordinates $Q_x$ (along the [001] direction) and $Q_z$ (along [110]) where

$$Q_x = 2\pi/\lambda[\cos(2\omega - \theta) - \cos \theta]$$

and

$$Q_z = 2\pi/\lambda[\sin \omega + \sin(2\omega - \theta)].$$

The second series of samples (domes capped with 50 nm Si, one capped additionally with 55 nm SiN$_x$) was measured at the beamline ID10B, ESRF, Grenoble. Reciprocal space maps of the scattered intensities around the (224) Bragg peak for these two samples are shown in Fig. 2. Panel (a) shows data on a sample with domes of 240 nm diameter and a period of 900 nm, capped with 50 nm Si. Below, a measurement from a similar sample capped additionally with 55 nm SiN$_x$ is shown. The sharp signal in the middle of the plots represents the intensities stemming from the silicon bulk material and is used as internal standard. The signal on the left side below results from the SiGe dots. Due to the small amount of material and the inhomogenous composition, it is a smeared intensity distribution rather than a sharp peak. The shape of this signal strongly depends on the shape, size, and the distribution of Ge within those islands. Comparing these two maps, a slight shift of the SiGe signal to the left, i.e., to lower $Q_z$ values, can be seen in the lower part of Fig. 2. This indicates a larger in-plane lattice constant of the SiGe compound, therefore a higher degree of relaxation within the island itself, which again leads to a higher tensile strain in the pseudomorphic silicon cap above.

The determination of strain and composition is performed in two steps: from the peak positions in reciprocal space, a rough guess on average strain and composition is obtained.
using Bragg’s law. For uncapped islands the scattering signal due to the SiGe island is smeared over a larger region of reciprocal space for domes as well as for barns. This is due to the larger strain relaxation which occurs in uncapped islands compared to capped ones. Therefore the determination of the “peak position” leads to a large error range. As an example reciprocal space maps of the \( (113) \) Bragg peak of a sample containing uncapped domes can be seen in Fig. 3, where panel (a) shows the experiment and panel (b) the respective simulation.

Signals measured from capped islands are sharper, the maximum can be determined more accurately. However, in this case the hydrostatic pressure that is applied by the surrounding Si matrix to the buried islands leads to an underestimation of the Ge content.

Therefore, the data obtained by this crude approach are used only as an input for a more accurate determination of strain and composition, based on finite element method (FEM) calculations and simulation of scattered x-ray intensity distribution. It turned out that the average Ge contents calculated from the peak positions are about 5% too low. Detailed information about the results as well as the according fits will be given in the next section.

### III. SIMULATIONS

The periodic arrangement of SiGe islands leads to a periodic satellite pattern in the scattered intensity in reciprocal space. However, due to the large period of the pattern (600–1000 nm), the satellite distance in reciprocal space is very small and was not resolved in our experiments. Rather, the envelope function of the scattered intensities is measured, which corresponds well to the scattering of an individual island, multiplied by the number of illuminated islands (about \( 10^5 \)). Hence for our 3D simulations a Si substrate block with a single island in a [1 1 10] pit was considered. Special care was given to the exact shape of the structure, which not only contains all the nominal facets of dome- and barn-shaped islands but also the surrounding, for example, the pit where the island is located, the shape of the capping layer, and the diameter and depth of the trench. All these properties were carefully derived from AFM measurements. Several examples for model shapes are shown in Fig. 4.

The growth of the silicon buffer, the SiGe islands, and also the capping with silicon is done epitaxially, in this case by molecular beam epitaxy. Thus a model for a SiGe island capped with Si can be set up in one step, as described above. This is not the case anymore, when an additional SiN\(_x\) capping layer is applied. For this material the growth mode and therefore the crystalline properties of the material itself are different. Whereas the Si and SiGe structures are perfectly...
Some strain after cooling down due to different thermal expansion of the layer and the material below. Hence in FEM modeling first the strain of the material below is calculated and it is deposited on top of the strained Si/SiGe structure. As there is no epitaxial relationship, the SiN₄ layer has a strain state independent of the underlying sample. One may assume that it is strain-free at the growth temperature and has some strain after cooling down due to different thermal expansion of the layer and the material below. Hence in FEM modeling first the strain of the material below is calculated as usual. Taking this as a starting point, the SiN₄ layer is then added, with a certain initial strain taking into account the thermal strain, and the strain distribution resulting from the mutual straining of SiN₄ and the material below is calculated in the second step.

A model of the final structure—a freestanding silicon bridge with the island removed—contains four steps: the first step contains, as mentioned before, the silicon matrix (bulk, cap) and the SiGe island. In the second step the SiN₄ layer is added. The two following levels contain first the etching of the trenches to access the buried islands which are then removed in the final step. For each of those processing steps the strain distribution of the proceeding step is used as a starting point, the geometry is changed accordingly (etching away material is modeled by inactivating parts of the geometry), and the resulting FEM structure equilibrated again.

Depending on the growth conditions, silicon nitride can be grown in a way that it applies either tensile or compressive stress to the layers below. To optimize the SiN₄ stressor layer, a test series of blank Si wafers was capped with SiN₄ deposited by plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition using different NH₃ flows, rf powers, and deposition temperatures in the range from 300 to 350 °C. Stress values were determined from the exact position of the (004) Bragg peak at several positions of the wafer, using the shift of angles to calculate the curvature of the wafer and thus the stress applied by the SiN₄ layer. Under optimum conditions a maximum stress of 445 MPa was achieved and those were used to cap the wafers with the buried 2D arrays of islands. This value was then used for FEM calculations.

To finally deduce the Ge composition profile and strain distribution, data of the strain distribution in the FEM model are used to calculate x-ray diffraction (XRD) scattering patterns and compared to the measured patterns. The Ge profiles are then varied until simulation and experiment show a good match. With this fitting approach, the Ge distribution within the SiGe islands is determined as well as the strain distribution in the islands and the surrounding Si.

Generally, for the uncapped samples of the first growth series measured at BW2, germanium contents ranging from about 14% to 47% (domes) and 36% to 46% (barns) were obtained from the peak positions of the scattered x-ray intensities. In the 3D FEM simulation the germanium content is increasing along growth direction z following a square function with a certain starting value at the bottom and a maximum Ge content at the apex. To account for the lateral composition changes, along the x- and y-directions, a Ge decrease toward the rim of the island was applied. For the uncapped sample S2922 of the first series a vertical Ge gradient from 33% to 53% and lateral gradients a with Ge decreasing according to a square root function was used. The results are shown in Fig. 3(b).

The second growth series was aimed at the study of the influence of SiN₄ stressors, thus these samples were grown with Si caps without growth interruption. It turned out that for this series the Ge content of the dome-shaped islands was slightly higher than of those in the first series, with a germanium content increase along z following a square function with a starting value of 45% at the bottom and a maximum Ge content at the apex of 65%. The range for the gradients in lateral direction is 30%. We emphasize that the strain distribution in the Si cap changes considerably due to “restraining” of the partially relaxed islands as compared to the uncapped case. The Ge distribution and the strain distributions are shown in Fig. 5. The average Ge content for this model is 40%, which is about 5% higher than the value derived from the peak position alone, without simulations.

For barn-shaped islands, no sample containing capped islands has been processed so far. For such a sample (S2926) a germanium distribution following a square root function with 30% at the bottom of the island and a maximum value of 50% at the apex yielded a reasonable good fit of measured and calculated x-ray data.

For samples with nitride cap, the two-step fitting procedure explained above has to be applied. Figure 6 shows the comparison of measured and simulated reciprocal space maps around the (224) Bragg peak for a sample (s3025) containing domes capped with 50 nm silicon and additionally
55 nm SiN. As initial stage, the results for sample s3023 (same structure without SiN cap) were used as the first step. In the second step the SiN cap is added as described before. For this layer, a compressive initial stress value of about 445 MPa was derived from curvature measurements of wafers grown under the same conditions. Figure 7 shows a 2D map of the strain distribution calculating using FEM cut through the center of the island. The line plot in panel (b) shows the in-plane strain along a vertical line from the bottom of the SiGe structure to the top. Strain values are given with respect to the relaxed state of the particular materials—the silicon bulk and capping layer, which is in case of the bulk mainly relaxed, the SiGe structure, which is compressively strained and the nitride layer, to which in this case a compressive initial strain was assigned. In the tensile silicon part, it can be seen that the strain decreases slightly to a value of about 0.7% compared to the value of 0.8% obtained for the sample without nitride cap.

IV. DISCUSSION AND SUMMARY

The strain change in the Si cap layer due to the nitride is counterintuitive: for a compressive initial stress in the nitride, one would assume that the nitride expands upon equilibration, hence drags the Si cap along and increases the tensile strain in the Si cap. To investigate the situation systematically, we have performed a series of simulations with different initial stress values of the nitride. Figure 8...
shows the in-plane strain for compressive and tensile stress in panels (a) and (b), respectively. Panel (c) shows the in-plane strain along z-direction in the center of the islands, confirming the strange behavior. A more detailed investigation is currently under way, but it seems that the details of the shape of island and cap are important: the intuitive argument given above is true only in the case of flat layers. In our case, however, the cap follows the comparatively steep shape of the island, so that the nitride surrounding the “hill” in the Si cap actually pushes the Si inward and leads to a compressive strain. This inward push is larger than the outward push of the nitride directly above the Si hill, so that the nitride cap has the opposite strain effect than expected intuitively. As a side effect of these systematic simulations, we notice that using this approach high strain values up to 0.8% in the silicon capping layer can be achieved without introducing dislocations.

However, the XRD maps show that compressively strained nitride leads to larger relaxation of the SiGe islands, which is again in the direction one would have expected intuitively, so that there is a discrepancy here. Several effects could be responsible: The initial strain of the nitride layer depends sensitively on the growth conditions; the results could differ for flat substrates (samples used for curvature measurement to determine nitride initial stress) and substrates with islands and corrugations on top, leading also to inhomogeneous nitride thickness. In the determination of the shape of buried islands we rely on AFM images of uncapped ones grown under the same conditions. Although shape changes due to capping are small at the applied growth temperatures, they might still be important. Further studies are required to clarify the exact shape of the buried islands.

We would like to mention that ordered and capped SiGe islands offer a route for an increase in the hole mobility in MOS structures as well. In between two closely separated islands the Si channel is compressively stressed which leads to a splitting of the heavy and light hole bands and an increased hole mobility.

In conclusion, we have investigated the Ge distribution in buried SiGe islands and the strain distribution in the islands and a Si cap layer. It turns out that vertical as well as lateral Ge gradients are present in our samples. We studied the influence of SiN layers on the strain distribution, important in a later stage on the route to devices in order to fix the strain in the Si even when the straining SiGe islands will be removed. Here, discrepancies between simulations and experiment still have to be clarified. However, we stress that as our investigations show, the tensile strain values in the Si cap can reach values up to 0.8% without introduction of defects and thus prove that the DOTFET concept is a viable route to further enhancement of Si-based devices.
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